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About This Content

Wanted - Dead or Alive!
The weapons that tamed the west. The Western Weapon Pack is our 21st DLC for PAYDAY 2. Stare down the law with these
older than old school weapons that still pack a punch. Automatic fire is for people who can't aim anyway, right?
Make your bullets count with the Peacemaker .45 Revolver where six bullets is enough to see six helmets fly. For those who
need a few bullets more there is the Repeater 1874 Sniper Rifle. The Plainsrider Bow if you need no bullets at all. An arrow
kills and doesn't make a sound. Unless you attach a pack of dynamite to it, which you can. The dynamite also comes as a
throwable so you don't need to go through the potential hassle of having a bow. Ride off into the sunset with four new masks,
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patterns and achievements. Giddy up!

Key Features

•Plainsrider Bow – Iron firearms may have ultimately won the West, but the Osage flatbow was dominant for over a thousand
years. A tool for hunters and warriors, the flatbow was the true weapon of the West. Its powerful arrows come in two varieties,
classic stone-tipped and a new iteration of explosive tips with sticks of dynamite!

•Repeater 1874 – Need to shoot the head off a dirty ol' rattlesnake at 100 yards? Then you, good sir, need a Repeater 1874.
This lever-actioned rifle became an icon of the Old West, due to its accuracy and reliability. Even though it's old it can still pick
off any swarm of lawenforces fairly quick, and look good doing it. Nothing is as satisfying as level-action.

•Peacemaker .45 – The Pistol That Won The Old West. Cheap as a sack of corn, with ammunition available at any trading post,
the Peacemaker .45 was the outlaws' weapon. Being the gun that killed Harlan "Big H" Leinard helped its notoriety. Make your
bullets count and be rewarded accordingly.
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•Dynamite! – Swedish engineer, Alfred Nobel, discovered dynamite and its effectiveness in blasting rock. But it was drunk
prospector, Ol'Kenneth, who discovered its effectiveness in blasting people. Poor Ol'Kenneth never did live to see a day where
he struck gold, but his discovery that is now passed on to you. Ruin and madness is what you will bring. Ol'Kenneth will turn in
his grave from the blast.

•Four new melee weapons – There is a reason why some called it "The Wild West" and without certain protection from the
law, whatever is in your hand will be your protection in the moment. Any tool will do when threatened, so here is four to choose
from!

•Four new masks – Four new masks for you and your band of outlaws to ride into town with. Fight off the law with Desert
Skull, Apache Mystic, Lone Heister and Wild West Classic.
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•Four new materials – Nobody remembers the ones who blend in. To scare the law one must stand out! It might draw a few
more bullets but the effect is worth it. Four new Materials with a Western theme, decide on which one you want to use and rob a
bank like the bandits of old!

•Four new patterns – Four new patterns to take you through that dusty trail. As it is your ritual already, paint your face for
battle with these patterns of the West.

•Four new achievements to unlock – Four new achievments for you to try out your new weapons with. "The Nobel Prize",
"Recycling", "Fastest Gun In The West" and "Pincushion" should be in any gunslinger's accomplishments. Make sure they will
be in yours, softpaw.
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Title: PAYDAY 2: The Butcher's Western Pack
Genre: Action, RPG
Developer:
OVERKILL - a Starbreeze Studio.
Release Date: 30 Apr, 2015
a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS:Windows XP SP3
Processor:2 GHz Intel Dual Core Processor
Memory:2 GB RAM
Graphics:NVIDIA GeForce 8800/ATI Radeon HD 2600 (256MB minimum)
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Sound:DirectX 9.0c compatible
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This is a nice game. Been waiting for this one for a while. Finally got the chance to play and it has not disapointed. Straight
away you can see the inspiration from games like silent hill and outlast. it does well to play homage to these titles without
straight up trying to be them. Great visuals, great soundtrack. Do yourself a favour turn the lights off and put on your s**ting
pants because it's time to get to hanwell.. Loved the music ! Probably one of the best points of this game . The game it self it's
short and time to time a little bit frustrating and with some dedious mechanics time to time but very understandable being this
the first game the boy makes ! Finished this after months since the first version was too hard ! I raccomand this playing the dude
is preatty young and buying the game will give him some feedback and whynot make some good games in the future :).
Commander Keen 1, 2 & 3 don't hold up well in terms of gameplay, controlling Keen's movement is clunky. Despite being
nostalgic for the trilogy and having a soft spot for the third game, these are not recommendable. Keen 4 & 5 however are still
fun platformers and the controls are smooth and responsive with Keen 4 arguably the best game of the pack due to the better
overall level design.. Hare In The Hat is a nice and short puzzle game. You solve puzzles that unlock compartments in objects
and reveal items used to solve further puzzles. I would liken it to The Room, in terms of its core gameplay. The only problem is
that it is far shorter and costs more than The Room. When I say that the Hare In The Hat is short, I mean that it will only take
you roughly a single hour to complete the entire game, without any walkthrough or knowledge of what you have to do. On top of
that, more than half of that time will be spent on one single puzzle - the sliding puzzle.
The achievements all follow linear progression... except for one, which has a *really* strange twist. One of the achievements
you *have* to obtain last if you want 100% completion. It marks your account as a cheater, and from that point on you will
*never* be able to get the other achievements, even after completely reinstalling the game! I have over 1,000 games in my
library, and have *never* seen this in any other game. I am *not* a fan of this strange decision!
This game was initially made for iPhone, as is evident in the screenshot which is randomly included at the end of the trailer
video. Simply porting a game from iPhone to Steam and charging $2 for it is a bit much. They didn't even do a good job with
the port. The only option is full-screen, which renders strangely on my laptop. It *is* possible to change the resolution by piping
through a launch command, but if this functionality is available... why couldn't they add an option *in-game*?
In summary, Hare In The Hat is a fun game, but considering how short it is, it is really not worth the price. Be *vary* wary of
this game if you are a completionist! I got it as part of a bundle, and if you are lucky enough to, it's well worth giving a shot. If
you are looking for a standalone puzzle game however, I'd have to recommend The Room instead.
There is a post about the 'Cheater' achievement over at
http://steamcommunity.com/app/359810/discussions/0/487870763300646350/. Having read it I have serious doubts as to the
integrity of the intentions of the developers of Hare In The Hat. "If you cheated once and spit on my efforts on making this
game, I see no reason to make anything for you. No game reset should clean it. If you don't like it - don't cheat... That's my
game and if you don't like my rules - get you refund and get out" - Nomad (a developer)
*Purely* based on Nomad's comments in that thread I am not only giving Hare In The Hat a negative review, but actively
recommend that no-one gives these developers any money. Treating paying customers like that is deplorable.. The first game in
years that's managed to recapture that 'something' I remember games having back in the days of the Spectrum and Atari ST. I've
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been finding it challenging not just to play, but to put down as well!
Very, very enjoyable indeed and well worth seven quid of anyone's money :) If you found the lack of stats and crappy UI in
Skyrim annoying and want something a bit more 'Authentic' for an RPG, then do give this a go. The demo's huge, btw, and will
keep you busy for a good afternoon.... Best of Koei's game. but can not run on win7 and win10 operating system.
make it work before ask funs pay for it.
i paid for my good memory.
最好的光荣游戏之一,但是win7和win10上无法运行.
在让粉丝买单之前至少应该先让她能运行.
我是为我的美好回忆买的单.
. I do not like this game much. It feels unfinished.
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The game is freat but it needs bots or more players. Ill buy it again in year maybe when there are more players.. Swordbreaker
the game is a fun choose-your-own-adventure-book kind of game. The artwork is stellar, while accompanied with some pretty
good music. If you like these kind of games I highly recommend it (especially for such a low price). But keep in mind that this
game is very short, if you just want to reach the end.
You play as an adventurer who sets out on a quest for some kind of great treasure in an old castle. The game lets you make
choices. Some of these choices count towards one of three "Paths": The coward, hero or killer. These will eventually lead to
three different endings. The artwork sometimes gives you hints to what you need to do to survive a specific situation. For
example, you come into a hallway with corpses on the ground. You get the choice to run through the hallway or to crawl. When
you look at the artwork you see a gaps in the wall, suggesting that you need to crawl because the gaps might contain blades that
come out when passing through the hallway.
The game doesn't have many flaws. One of them is that the intro is narated, but the subtitles don't correspond to the narration.
Another is that some paths lead to the same room. Sometimes the dialogue suggest that you came from one of the two paths,
while you actually came from the other and thus it doesn't correspond to your current playthrough. This happens for example
while doing a task for the cook.
These are very minor flaws in a great game. I look forward to what DuCats has in store next. If you are new to this genre, but
find hero of kendrickstone to big to be your first game in the genre, this will be right game for you. Or even if you just want
something else than a fps or an open world game.. Quick and easy to beat, which is neither bad, nor good. It is a classical style
rpg, so it adds nothing to the genre, the controlls are very easy to understand as they are absolutely generic, but even then it feels
like something's missing. There was potential, but the rushed ending makes you feel like it was left unfinished, or like there's a
lot more of things you could've done. Game's not bad tho, it's just meh.. a real must have!. Awesome, Cool, ninja rabbit
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